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Claxton launches new latest evolution conductor recovery tower and SABRE™ cutting system to
improve performance
Claxton, an Acteon company, has successfully introduced the latest modular versions of its
conductor recovery tower and SABRE™ abrasive cutting system to increase efficiency and
flexibility in decommissioning and late life projects.
First developed in 1999, SABRE™ has proven to be an invaluable industry tool and has been
successfully used in some of the world’s most significant abandonment campaigns. Its abrasive jet
exits the tool at transonic speeds – making light work of even composite materials such as
cemented casings.
Using a jet of naturally occurring cutting components (garnet, water and air), SABRE™ has a low
environmental impact. The system can be deployed from various vessel types or platforms,
allowing the simultaneous abrasive cutting of multiple well casings without impacting adjacent
infrastructure.
The latest version is fully NORSOK Z-015 compliant, has a reduced system footprint and is modular
in design, making it be adaptable to a wider range of applications and deck layouts and thus
minimising complexity. Its cutting manipulators suit all standard casing sizes down to 6-5/8”; it can
operate at pressures of up to 20,000 psi and includes a packer system to improve cutting
performance.
The modular approach and philosophy for SABRE™ also influenced new developments for the

Claxton conductor recovery tower. The tower can handle and recover tubulars from production
tubing to 30” casing during well abandonment. Designed for operational speed and reduced rig-up
complexity, the system increases efficiency offshore. By having a small, lightweight yet powerful
system, Claxton can also extend the operational window of the unit and move from well to well
quickly and effectively.
Matt Marcantonio, R&D Manager, Claxton, said: “The concept for both the new SABRE™ deck
spread and conductor recovery tower was to improve efficiency and flexibility.
“The systems are now fully modular and can be adapted to a wide variety of deck layouts and
locations. The latest version of SABRE™ was first used in July on an 8m x 8m weather deck
footprint on the Horne and Wren Platform in the Southern North Sea - where the abrasive cutting
system successfully severed two multi-string wells.
“The developments are the result of a great deal of work and innovation across the organisation.
We are extremely proud to have raised the bar including making the SABRE™ system fully NORSOK
compliant to Z-015. This enables us to use SABRE™ on installations on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf. It is also already booked out for a number of campaigns through 2016 and 2017.”
Claxton has grown significantly over the years in order to respond to clients’ operating needs. The
company’s integration strategy means it can offer comprehensive decommissioning packages for
the following applications: platform wells (rigless, rig-based or combined simultaneous
operations), subsea wells, and casing recovery (drilling support operations).
For a case study on the Horne and Wren project go to http://claxtonengineering.com/offshorecase-studies/unique-solution-for-one-of-the-smallest-platforms-in-the-north-sea/
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Claxton, an Acteon company, is the leading supplier of engineering and services for shallow-water,
jackup-depth markets. The company draws on more than three decades of industry experience to
provide services for well systems, structures and pipelines across the lifetime of a field – from predrilling to drilling, production and decommissioning. Claxton provides first-class tailored
engineering and holds a large on-call rental inventory. Claxton’s responsive service, alongside
numerous field-proven innovations, has established an enviable reputation for the company. For
more information, please visit www.claxtonengineering.com.
About Group
Acteon provides a range of global subsea services from surveying, installation, asset integrity
management through to decommissioning. Acteon’s companies share knowledge and experience
to add value and create effective, tailored solutions for clients across four business segments:
survey, monitoring and data; risers and moorings; seabed foundation technologies; and project
support services.
Learn more at www.acteon.com
Acteon Field Life Service (FLS)
Acteon Field Life Service (FLS) offers a “joined-up” approach to the capex and opex challenges
presently being experienced by the industry. By bringing together the specialist skills and
technologies of Acteon’s individual branded service companies, Acteon FLS provides a broader and
more flexible capability to address multi-faceted projects and customer-specific demands.
Learn more at www.acteonfls.com

Risers and moorings
Acteon provides deepwater riser engineering, structural analysis, riser, conductor, flowline and
pipeline services to add value and create effective, tailored solutions. Acteon offers world-leading
capabilities in high-pressure, high-temperature risers, temporary and permanent moorings,
design, supply, installation, relocation and decommissioning. With the largest global inventory of

offshore mooring equipment, Acteon also provides global inventory management with rapid
delivery.

